We consider the problem of generating an optimal aircraft reference trajectory in a horizontal plane, where the objective is to minimize exposure to a spatiotemporally varying scalar field. We consider a special case, where this field is timeinvariant, and we discuss optimal trajectory generation for an aircraft kinematic model based on first-and second-order necessary conditions of optimal control. Next, we consider the general case, with the additional assumption that the knowledge of this field is available in vehicle-centric multiresolution detail. For this general problem, we propose a hybrid algorithm that combines (continuous) trajectory optimization with a (discrete) geometric path-planning method. This path-planning method uses wavelet-based multiresolution cell decompositions to find a path to the destination through regions where the field intensity is known with lesser detail. The results of this geometric path-planning algorithm provide a terminal penalty function for the trajectory optimization problem. We provide illustrative numerical simulation results for the proposed algorithm.
I. Introduction
The current and future applications of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), such as surveillance, cargo delivery, and emergency response, necessitate autonomous motion-planning algorithms that can guide an UAV along obstacle-free trajectories to enable the completion of the UAV's prespecified mission. Such motion-planning algorithms must generate reference trajectories for guidance in the face of various environmental attributes in the UAV's airspace. Examples of such attributes include adverse weather conditions, the risk of being detected and attacked by adversarial agents, and/or the exposure to hazards such as a harmful atmospheric contaminant or radiation. Examples of favorable attributes include regions of sunshine (for vehicles using solar power) and regions of relevant information in surveillance-type missions. In general, such attributes can be mathematically codified in the form of a spatiotemporally-varying scalar field defined over the UAV's airspace, and the guidance objective can be codified as that of finding trajectories with "minimum exposure" to this field. In what follows, we refer to this scalar field as a threat field , and to its value at any point in space and time as its intensity.
The consideration of temporal variations in the threat field is motivated by the following examples. The weather can change significantly in the duration of an UAV's flight due to, say, moving weather systems. Adversarial agents can be mobile, due to which the spatial risk of being detected and attacked can change over time. An atmospheric contaminant released either by accident or by a (possibly mobile) adversary will spread via advection and diffusion, and therefore its concentration will change over time. Similarly, a spatial hazard such as a wildfire may evolve according to other physical mechanisms, whereby its intensity will change over time. The knowledge of the threat field may be available in vehicle-centric multiresolution detail, by which we mean that the intensity of the threat field may not be known with equal detail at all locations in the airspace. For example, airborne sensors carried by the UAV may provide a high-resolution map of the field intensity in the immediate vicinty of the UAV, whereas satelliteor ground-based sensors may a lower-resolution map over larger areas. An example of such a multiresolution intensity map is shown in Fig. 1 .
In this paper, we investigate the problem of generating optimal reference trajectories in a horizontal plane with the objective of minimizing exposure to the threat field. We present solutions for two specific cases: (1) the threat field is assumed time-invariant and known with sufficiently high resolution everywhere, and (2) the threat field is assumed slowly time-varying and known with vehicle-centric multiresolution detail.
Related Work: Similar problems have been previously investigated in two areas of research: (1) trajectory optimization algorithms in aircraft and missile guidance, and (2) geometric pathplanning algorithms in mobile robotics and in transportation research.
Variational optimal control theory has been often been applied in finding optimal trajectories for kinematic and dynamic models of aircraft [1] . Two well-known examples include the problem of finding a shortest path for a vehicle with constant speed and a fixed minimum turn radius [2] (also known as the Dubins vehicle) and the Zermelo navigation problem of finding a heading profile to minimize time of traversal for a vehicle moving in a drift field (e.g. winds or water currents) [1] . For trajectory optimization problems with equality and/or inequality constraints on states and inputs, closed-form analytical solutions are typically not available, and numerical methods are employed [3, 4] . Examples of applications of numerical trajectory optimization include [5] (missile guidance with radar imaging seeker field-of-view constraints), [6] (contrails avoidance in the presence of winds), and [7] (minimum-energy landing trajectories). Closely related to the proposed work is the application of first-order necessary conditions for a weak local minimum to find a semi-analytical solution for terrain-following flight using a kinematic model [8] , and the application of Legendre pseudospectral numerical optimal control to find terrain-following trajectories using a dynamical model [9] . In [8, 9] , the trajectory optimization objective depends on a time-invariant scalar field (namely, the terrain).
Geometric path-planning algorithms typically rely on algorithms that search for an optimal path in an appropriately defined graph. Examples of such graphs include workspace cell decomposition graphs [10, 11] , visibility-based roadmaps [12, 13] , and transportation networks [14] . The pathplanning objective is codified in terms of nonnegative edge transition costs in these graphs, and a path with minimum sum of transition costs of all of its edges is said to be an optimal path. Cell decomposition is a widely used geometric path-planning technique that partitions the environment into convex regions called cells, such that each cell represents a constant level of threat or probability of occupancy by an obstacle [15] . Each cell is uniquely associated with a vertex in the so-called cell decomposition graph, and geometrically adjacent cells define edges in this graph. To accommodate the knowledge of the vehicle's environment in multiresolution detail, multiresolution cell decompositions have been used [16] [17] [18] , where the sizes of (typically square) cells are adapted to suit environmental features and/or the levels of detail of available information. Computationally efficient multiresolution cell decompositions and associated path-planning techniques based on the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) have been discussed in [19] [20] [21] . The DWT is a powerful tool widely used in multiresolution signal processing [22] , and in vision-based navigation, localization, and mapping [23] [24] [25] [26] . An example of such cell decompositions is shown in Fig. 2 .
Algorithms for finding an optimal path in graphs with time-invariant and nonnegative edge transition costs are well-known and widely used in the literature [27] : examples include Dijkstra's algorithm and the A * algorithm. These algorithms can be generalized to incorporate time-varying edge transition costs [28] if "waiting" and "looping" at vertices is not permitted. Different assumptions on "waiting" and "looping" at vertices (e.g. limited or unlimited waiting time), on edge traversal time (e.g. fixed or variable, from a finite or infinite set of allowable times), and on edge traversal costs lead to different solutions of the problem of finding optimal paths in graphs with time-varying edge transition costs: see, for instance, [14, [29] [30] [31] [32] for further details.
Geometric path-planning methods are fast, and they efficiently find coarse motion plans that satisfy topological constraints in the environment (e.g. obstacle-avoidance), whereas trajectory optimization methods provide control laws and optimal reference trajectories that are feasible to follow with the vehicle kinematic, dynamic, and input constraints. The combination of these two types of methods to quickly find optimal or near-optimal trajectories is an active research area: examples include [33, 34] (history-dependent costs in geometric path-planning algorithms and [35, 36] (mixed integer linear programming). In this paper, we provide a new example of the combination of these two types of methods.
We propose guidance algorithms to generate reference trajectories in a horizontal plane with the objective of minimizing exposure to a spatiotemporally-varying scalar field (i.e. the threat field). We first study the special case where the threat field is time-invariant, and known with sufficiently high resolution everywhere. For this special case, we discuss an optimal control algorithm based on first-and second-order necessary conditions for a weak local minimum. The proposed solution is semi-analytical in that it involves a one-parameter numerical search, but otherwise avoids the use of numerical trajectory optimization techniques. Next, we study the more general case where the threat field is time-varying, and known with vehicle centric multiresolution detail. We assume that the temporal variations are slow enough that for the purpose of local trajectory optimization over a short time horizon, the field can be assumed to be time-invariant, and the preceding optimal control algorithm can be applied. The proposed guidance algorithm uses DWT-based multiresolution cell decompositions in a geometric path-planning algorithm for global path-planning over long time horizons. The result of this path-planning algorithm provides terminal penalties for the LTO problem. We prove soundness of the overall guidance algorithm (i.e. the fact that its execution will result in reaching the goal in finite time). The proposed guidance algorithm bears similarity to the receding horizon approach of [36] , and the proposed solution of the LTO problem bears similarity to the terrain-following optimal control law in [8] .
The contributions of this paper are twofold. First, we discuss a new semi-analytic optimal control algorithm for guidance with minimum exposure to a time-invariant spatial threat field. For this problem, we consider an aircraft kinematic model, and we discuss optimal guidance subject to different boundary conditions. Second, we discuss a new hybrid algorithm (mixed discrete and continuous-domain methods) for guidance with minimum exposure to a time-varying spatial threat field. For this problem, we assume that the field is known in vehicle-centric multiresolution detail. To the best of the author's knowledge, no other work in the literature has reported on this problem. In addition to these two main contributions, we also contribute to the sparse literature on hybrid trajectory generation algorithms, which are expected to be crucial for future intelligent UAVs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we formulate the problem, and we discuss solutions based on variational optimal control theory for the special case of a time-invariant threat field. In Section III, we discuss the mathematical formulation of the notion of a vehiclecentric multiresolution intensity map of the threat field. We also discuss in Section III discrete geometric path-planning in the general case of a time-varying threat field with s vehicle-centric multiresolution intensity map. In Section IV, we discuss the proposed mixed discrete-continuous guidance algorithm. In Section V, we provide illustrative numerical simulation results. We conclude the paper in Section VI, with comments on the future work in this area.
II. Problem Formulation and Optimal Control Solutions in Special Cases
In this section, we discuss the mathematical formulations of the threat field, the aircraft kinematic model, and the trajectory generation objective. We discuss a solution for the special case of a time-invariant spatial field.
II-A. Threat Field
We consider a scalar threat field defined by a scalar intensity map F : R 2 × R 0 → R >0 , such that favorable locations in the environment are assigned lower intensities. Note that the field F is assumed to take strictly positive values everywhere in R 2 at any instant of time. In the context of UAV guidance, the field F may represent, for instance, terrain elevation [8, 9, 37] , a strategic risk measure [19] , a probabilistic occupancy grid [15] , or the atmospheric concentration of a contaminant gas [38] . We make the following assumptions in the problem formulation. Assumption 1. The field F is sufficiently smooth such that the series
is well-defined for all x ∈ R, and converges to F (x, t) for every t ∈ T .
Assumption 2. The first and second partial derivatives of F with respect to the spatial variables exist and are bounded for all (x, t) ∈ R 2 × R 0 , i.e., there exist ε 1 , ε 2 ∈ R >0 such that
Assumption 3. The UAV is neither allowed to "wait" at any location in the environment.
Assumption 4.
There are no insurmountable obstacles in the environment.
Assumption 5. The field F is slowly time-varying and eventually static, i.e., there exists a class L function a ε t : R + → R + such that:
for all (x, t) ∈ R 2 × R 0 and t c ∈ R 0 .
Assumptions 1 and 2 are conditions on the smoothness of F . Time-varying spatial fields arising from physical processes, such as advection and diffusion [38] , are expected to satisfy this assumption. Assumptions 3 and 4 are for simplicity. The allowance of "waiting" significantly increases algorithmic complexity, and it is of low importance in the context of fixed-wing aerial vehicles. Insurmountable obstacles can be easily incorporated in geometric path-planning algorithms, and/or they can be modeled as regions with extremely high threat field intensities. Assumption 5 is required to prove convergence of the overall (mixed discrete-continuous) trajectory algorithm, and it also allows the determination of suboptimality bounds for the proposed algorithm.
II-B. Aircraft Kinematic Model and Trajectory Generation Objective
We consider a kinematic model of aircraft motion described by the following differential equations:
where (x, y) = x ∈ R 2 denote the coordinates in a prespecified Cartesian axes system of the aircraft's position, v ∈ [v min , v max ] ⊂ R >0 denotes the airspeed, and ψ ∈ [−π, π] denotes the heading (direction of velocity vector) measured from the x axis of this Cartesian axes system. Per common practice (cf. [1, 8] ), we assume that the control inputs are the airspeed v and the heading angle ψ, and that the lower and upper bounds on airspeed are prespecified and strictly positive (i.e. v max > v min > 0). For the simplicity of exposition, we neglect winds in this paper, which can be modeled by drift fields in the right hand sides in Eqn. (4) . The initial and terminal positions are prespecified as, respectively, x 0 = (x 0 , y 0 ) and x f = (x f , y f ). The initial time t 0 0 is prespecified, whereas the final time t f is free. We denote by Ψ and V the sets of piecewise continuous functions with domain T and ranges, respectively, [−π, π] and [v min , v max ], by U := Ψ × V the set of admissible control inputs, and by
, and let φ : R 2 → R + be a function that assigns to each position x ∈ R 2 a nonnegative arrival penalty φ(x). The trajectory generation objective is to find a control input u * = (ψ * , v * ) ∈ U such that the following trajectory cost, defined for any u = (ψ, v) ∈ U, is minimized:
subject to Eqn. (4) , and the boundary conditions
a A class L function is a function that takes finite and nonnegative values, is strictly decreasing, and asymptotically approaches zero.
II-C. Special Case: Time-invariant Threat Field
In this subsection, we discuss the solution of a special case of the preceding trajectory generation problem, namely, the case where the threat field is time-invariant, and known with sufficiently high resolution everywhere in R 2 . Furthermore, in this special case we assume that the terminal penalty function φ ≡ 0. To find candidate optimal control inputs, we write the Hamiltonian function H :
where p = (p 1 , p 2 ) : R 0 → R 2 is a multiplier function to be determined. Let u * = (ψ * , v * ) ∈ U be a candidate optimal control, let x * = (x * , y * ) be the corresponding state trajectory obtained by solving Eqn. (4) with input u * , and let p * = (p * 1 , p * 2 ) be a multiplier function to be determined. The first-order necessary condition for a weak local optimal control is ∂H ∂u (x * (t), u * (t), p * (t), t) = 0 for almost all t ∈ R 0 , and that the multiplier function satisfiesṗ
It follows from these conditions and Eqn. (6) that
If the switching function p * 1 (t) cos ψ * (t) + p * 2 (t) sin ψ * (t) is zero over a finite interval of time, then v * is a singular control input [1] over that interval of time.
Next, note that the Hamiltonian function does not explicitly depend on time. Therefore, it must be constant [1] . Furthermore, because the final time t f is free, the transversality condition
It follows from Eqn. (6) 
, because L is strictly positive. Consequently, the switching function p * 1 (t) cos ψ * (t) + p * 2 (t) sin ψ * (t) can never vanish, and furthermore, due to Eqn. (8) , this function is necessarily always strictly negative. It follows that
By Eqns. (7)- (12), it follows that
which leads to the following expressions of the multiplier functions:
Next, we differentiate Eqn. (7) and simplify to geṫ
Equation (15) is a differential equation for an candidate optimal control input that satisfies the firstorder necessary condition of optimality. An appropriate initial condition ψ * (0) must be determined to satisfy boundary condition x * (t f ) = x f . This initial condition can be determined by a bisectionbased 1D numerical search over the compact domain [−π, π], similar to that discussed in [8] .
Next, we analyze a second-order necessary condition for the candidate optimal control, namely, the Legendre-Clebsch condition [1, Ch. 6] . Because the control variable v appears linearly in the Hamiltonian function, the Legendre-Clebsch condition reduces to
, p * (t), t) 0, which we evaluate as
due to Eqn. (11) . Therefore, the candidate optimal control ψ * and the corresponding trajectory x * satisfy the strengthened Legendre-Clebsch condition (the second partial derivative is strictly positive). Consequently, a sufficient condition for the candidate control ψ * to be optimal is the absence of conjugate points, the analysis of which is beyond the scope of this paper.
II-D. Special Case: Final Position on a Circle with Terminal Penalty
Here, we assume as in the preceding subsection that the threat field is time-invariant, the initial position x 0 ∈ R 2 is prespecified, and the final time t f is free. Unlike the preceding subsection, we assume here that the terminal position is not specified; it is required to lie on a circle with prespecified radius r centered at the initial position, i.e. the following boundary condition is specified:
Furthermore, we assume that the terminal penalty function φ is nontrivial and time-invariant. The analysis of the preceding subsection applies almost in its entirety: in particular, the transversality condition leading to Eqn. (11) remains unchanged because both φ and ϕ are timeinvariant. In addition, the following transversality conditions must also be satisfied:
where ν is a scalar multiplier to be determined. Assuming x * (t f ) and y * (t f ) are not both zero (if necessary, a simple coordinate axes translation will suffice to ensure this condition), we can eliminate ν from Eqns. (17) and (18) and formulate a single condition such as:
As in the preceding subsection, we can determine an initial condition ψ * (0) by a bisection-based numerical 1D search to ensure that Eqn. (19) is satisfied.
III. Path-planning with Multiresolution Cell Decompositions
In this section, we precisely formulate the notion of a vehicle-centric multiresolution intensity map of the threat field, in the context of DWT-based multiresolution cell decompositions. We previously introduced in [39] a geometric path-planning algorithm using DWT-based multiresolution cell decompositions of a time-varying spatial threat field. We summarize here the relevant details from [39] for the reader's convenience b . A brief introduction to to the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is provided in Appendix A; the interested reader is referred to [22, 40, 41] for further details.
III-A. Vehicle-Centric Multiresolution Map of Threat Field
To apply discrete path-planning techniques, it is convenient to restrict the domain of the threat field to a compact rectangular region R ⊂ R 2 . Without loss of generality, we assume that R = 0, 2 D × 0, 2 D , where D ∈ Z 0 . Using Assumption 1, we consider time-varying approximation and detail coefficients t → a m 0 ,k, (t), d 
for t ∈ R 0 , x ∈ R, p = 1, 2, 3, k, ∈ Z, m f m −D, and m 0 = −D. By Assumption 1,
where
, and
The field F may be reconstructed from the coefficients α n m 0 ,k, and β p,n m,k, by the following equation:
Next, we consider a multiresolution approximation of the field F similar to [21] . To this end, let A ⊂ {(m, k, ) ∈ Z 3 : −D m < 0; 0 k, 2 D+m }. We define for all p = 1, 2, 3 and n ∈ Z + ,
Informally, A contains the indices of detail coefficients that are considered "significant". The "insignificance" of other detail coefficients may stem from either scarcity of information about the field F or from a computational need for using only the immediately relevant information about F in high detail. Following [21] , we consider a multiresolution approximation of the field F such that highly detailed information is available in the immediate vicinity of the UAV's current location x c = (x c , y c ) ∈ R and gradually lesser detail is available for regions farther away. To define such a multiresolution approximation, let : Z → N be a "window" function that specifies, for each level of resolution, the distance from the vehicle's location up to which the detail coefficients at that level are significant. The set A win (·) of indices of significant detail coefficients is then defined by
The examples of intensity maps with multiresolution detail shown in Figs. 1(b) and 2 were obtained using the wavelet-based approximation scheme defined in Eqn. (24) . In [39] , an inherent spatial discretization of F was assumed, such that the highest level of detail at which the values taken by F are known corresponds to square "pixels" of a prespecified size. By contrast, in the proposed work, we assume instead that the values taken by F and its first partial derivatives with respect to spatial variables are available everywhere in a circular vicinity of radius r about the current location x c . Therefore, a vehicle-centric multiresolution intensity map of the threat field F is the fieldF defined by:F
whereF is the field obtained by reconstructing the DWT coefficients α n m 0 ,k, andβ p,n m,k, for the set of triplets A win (x c ) defined in Eqn. (24) .
Whereas the original trajectory generation objective was to minimize the cost defined in Eqn. (5), the threat field F is not known. Instead, the only knowledge available is that of the fieldF defined in Eqn. (25) . For trajectory generation in this case, we propose an algorithm that finds a local optimal trajectory subject to a terminal penalty computed by a geometric path-planning algorithm. The local trajectory generation (LTG) problem considers a time-invariant approximation of F , based on the slow temporal variations of F (Assumption 5), and the analysis of Sections II-C and II-D can be applied to solve this problem. The geometric path-planning is based on multiresolution cell decomposition, where the cell intensities are time-varying in accordance with F . The details of the proposed algorithm are discussed next.
III-B. Geometric Path-planning
Associated with the fieldF , defined in Section III-A, is a cell decomposition, which is a partition of R into square cells of different sizes. The value taken by the fieldF over each of the cells at any particular time instant is constant in the spatial variables. We attach with this cell decomposition a graph G = (V, E) such that each cell corresponds to a unique vertex in V . For a given vertex j ∈ V , we denote by cell(j) the coordinates of the center of the cell corresponding to the vertex j, and by size(j) the size of this square cell.
Each geometrically adjacent pair of cells is uniquely associated with an edge in E. A path π in the graph G between vertices i S , i G ∈ V is a finite sequence (i 0 , i 1 , . . . , i P ) such that i m ∈ V for every m = 0, 1, . . . , P , i 0 = i S , i P = i G , and (i m−1 , i m ) ∈ E for every m = 1, 2, . . . , P . We define time-varying edge transition costs g : E × T → R + as follows:
and where i := Remove(P) 4: for all j ∈V such that (i, j) ∈ E do 5:
P := Insert(P, j) Figure 3 . Pseudocode for a label-correcting algorithm that solves the geometric path-planning in (30) .
Note that the edge cost function defined in Eqns. (26)- (28) approximates the cost of traversing the cells corresponding to i, j ∈ V by considering the time-averaged cell intensities f i , f j over the approximate periods of time required to traverse these cells (namely, ∆t i and ∆t j ). The cost J (π) of a path π = (i 0 , i 1 , . . . , i P ) in the graph G is defined then by
For prespecified initial and terminal vertices i S , i G ∈ V and a prespecified initial time t s , the geometric path-planning problem is defined as:
where Π(i S , i G ) is the set of all paths in G between vertices i S and i G . Due to Assumption 3, every admissible path from i S to i G contains a finite number of vertices. Therefore, Π(i S , i G ) has a finite number of elements. It follows that Π(i S , i G ) contains a path with minimum cost, and a solution to this geometric path-planning problem exists. Label-correcting algorithms, such as Dijkstra's algorithm or the A * algorithm, solve optimal path problems in graphs with time-invariant edge transition costs [42] . The geometric pathplanning problem of Section III-B can be solved by a variation of the standard label-correcting algorithm, which is shown in Fig. 3 . This algorithm progressively searches for a least cost path starting from i S and ending at vertex i ∈ V , by iteratively reducing an estimate, called the label , of the least cost from i S to i. Additionally, the algorithm maintains (1) a set of vertices, called the fringe [42] , whose labels can potentially be reduced, (2) a backpointer function that records the immediate predecessor of each vertex in the optimal path from i S , and (3) a time of arrival that records the time required to arrive at each vertex via the optimal path from i S . We denote by d : V → R + the label, by P the fringe, by b : V → V the backpointer, and by Θ : V → R + the time of arrival.
Based on properties of the standard label-correcting algorithm [42] , it is easy to show that the algorithm shown in Fig. 3 terminates after a finite number of iterations, and when the algorithm terminates, the value of d(i G ) is the least cost to reach i G from i S . An optimal path π * in G that minimizes the cost function in Eqn. (30) is constructed from the output of the algorithm in Fig. 3 as π * = (i 0 , . . . , i P ), where i P = i G , and i k = b(i k+1 ) for all k = 0, . . . , P − 1. Note that this algorithm precludes cycles within the path π * , as required by Assumption 3.
To compute the transition cost of any edge in G by Eqns. (26)- (28), we note that for any x ∈ R and any t 1 , t 2 ∈ T :
Equations (31) and (32) involve simple algebraic computations, and these equations may used with minor modifications (namely, to various indices in the summations) to compute the time-averages in Eqn. (27) required for evaluating edge costs in G. A n := A win (x c ), as defined in Eqn. (24) 5:
IV. Mixed Discrete-Continuous Guidance Algorithm
for all j ∈ V b n do 8:
Obtain ψ LTG : [t n , t n + t f,n ] → [−π, π] by solving LTO problem at time t n 10:
Obtain x LTG : [t n , t n + δt] → R 2 by integrating Eqn. (4) for time δt with ψ ≡ ψ LTG
11:
x c := x LTG (t n + δt)
12:
t n+1 := t n + δt
13:
AtGoal := truth value of { x c − x f r} 14:
n := n + 1 Figure 4 . Pseudo-code for the proposed path-planning algorithm. Figure 4 describes the proposed mixed discrete-continuous guidance algorithm in pseudocode form. The algorithm maintains a clock time t n and the current UAV location x c = (x c , y c ) ∈ R at this time, which are initialized in Line 2, respectively, to the prespecified initial time t 0 and the initial location x 0 . For simplicity, we consider here the scenario where the proposed algorithm is used for open-loop trajectory generation, i.e., the motion of the UAV is simulated within the algorithm (Line 10). It is straightforward to modify the proposed algorithm for closed-loop guidance, where the UAV's current location is obtained from onboard navigation equipment. The output of the algorithm is the control input ψ ref ∈ Ψ, numerically recorded as a lookup table of values of the reference heading angle at different instances of time. The speed of traversal is assumed to be v max , due to the observation in Eqn. (12) . The following steps are then executed in an iterative loop within the proposed algorithm (Lines 3-15) .
In Line 4 of the n th iteration, where n = 1, 2, . . . , the cell decomposition corresponding to the vehicle-centric multiresolution map of the field F is obtained, as discussed in Section III-A. Next, in Line 5, the cell decomposition graph G n = (V n , E n ) is constructed by the procedure MR-GRAPH. This procedure was previously reported in [21] . The details of its operation are not of direct relevance here, and are therefore omitted.
In Line 6, the vertices of the graph G n that lie at the boundary of a circular vicinity of radius r of the UAV's current location are determined. A tolerance of ε b = 1/ √ 2 is allowed because the centers of cells lie at discrete points separated by a distance of at least 1 unit (namely, the size of the smallest possible cell). For each of these vertices, the geometric path-planning problem stated in Section III-B is solved (Line 8) to determine the costs of traversal from each of these vertices to the goal vertex. These costs are used to determine (through appropriate interpolation) the function φ, which appears in the local trajectory generation (LTG) problem formulation as a terminal penalty.
Next, in Line 9, the LTG problem is solved to obtain an optimal reference heading. Specifically, the LTG problem at time t n is of finding an optimal control input to minimize the trajectory cost
with the boundary condition ϕ(x(t f,n )) := x(t f,n ) − x c 2 − r 2 = 0, where φ is determined in Line 8 as previously stated, t f,n is free, and L n (x) := λ 1 F (x, t n ) + λ 2 , for all x ∈ R 2 . This LTG problem is solved using the developments of Sections II-C and II-D. The choice of the circular horizon r does not affect the convergence of the algorithm (as we will show next), but large values of r will adversely affect the cost of the overall trajectory.
In Lines 10-12, the UAV's motion is simulated for a time δt, the reference position of the UAV and the clock time are updated, and the entire iterative process is repeated until the goal position appears within the UAV's circular vicinity of radius r.
The operation of the proposed algorithm is similar to receding horizon schemes for path-and motion-planning that have often been discussed in the literature, e.g. [36] . Convergence of such schemes is typically proven using a decreasing or nonincreasing sequence of costs computed at each iteration. Similar arguments lead to the main result of this paper as follows. Proposition 1. The proposed algorithm in Fig. 4 terminates after a finite number of iterations, and when it terminates, x c − x f r.
The proof of this result is based on the observation that the geometric path-planning algorithm results in a "channel" of cells from the circular boundary to the goal, as illustrated in Fig. 7(a) . As the algorithm progresses, the coarse cells in this channel are further decomposed. It can be shown that costs of paths lying within such a channel are always strictly decreasing. The complete technical proof of convergence involves further nuances, similar to those in [21, Proposition 1] . For the proposed algorithm, the eventually static nature of the threat field (Assumption 5) is required to prove convergence.
V. Illustrative Numerical Examples and Discussion
Sample results of application of the analysis in Section II-C are shown in Fig. 5 . In each case in Fig. 5 , the prespecified initial and terminal positions are indicated, and the candidate optimal trajectories are indicated by black-colored curves. In each case, the coefficients in the incremental cost function L (see Section II-C) were chosen as λ 1 = 10 −3 and λ 2 = 0; therefore L is a scaled copy of F . The time-invariant field illustrated in Fig. 5(a) was constructed using the fourth-order polynomial form
where the coefficients a m,n ∈ R were randomly chosen, and the constant F 0 ∈ R >0 was chosen to ensure strictly positive values of F everywhere. The initial heading angle ψ * (0) for the candidate optimal trajectory in Fig. 5(a) was found to be −122.125 • . The field illustrated in Fig. 5(b) was constructed as the sum of scaled and shifted 2D Gaussian functions, i.e. of the form
where the parameters N f ∈ Z >0 and w n , x n , y n , σ x,n , σ y,n ∈ R were randomly chosen, and the constant F 0 ∈ R >0 was chosen to ensure strictly positive values of F everywhere. The initial heading angle ψ * (0) for the candidate optimal trajectory in Fig. 5 (a) was found to be −65.40732 • .
The candidate optimal control solutions in Fig. 5 were found to be highly sensitive to the initial condition ψ * (0) with respect to the satisfaction of the specified boundary conditions. For the trajectory in Fig. 5(a) , the control input ψ * is indicated in Fig. 6 , as is the Hamiltonian function evaluated over the trajectory. The Hamiltonian remains constant, as stated in Eqn. (11) . Hamilt onian H Figure 6 . The control input ψ * and the Hamiltonian evaluated over the candidate optimal trajectory shown in Fig. 5(a) .
2D Gaussian functions with time-varying parameters, i.e. of the form
where the parameters w n , x n , y n , σ x,n , σ y,n were chosen to be affine functions of time, and the constant F 0 ∈ R >0 was chosen to ensure strictly positive values of F everywhere.
The vehicle-centric multiresolution cell decomposition at this iteration is indicated with light white-colored cells in Fig. 7(a) . The intensity map shown in Fig. 7(a) is a "snapshot" of this time-varying field at a particular time instant, and the intensities have been scaled as shown in the adjoining color legend. The cells on the circular boundary, as well the result of the LTG problem are indicated in Fig. 7(b) . The costs computed from each of these boundary cells to the goal (largest cell in the bottom right of the image in Fig. 7(a) ) is shown in Fig. 8 as a function of the angle along the circular horizon. The path from the boundary cell which contains the terminal position found in the LTG to the goal is also indicated by bold white-colored cells in Fig. 7(a) .
An independent example illustrating the operation of the geometric path-planning algorithm is shown in Fig. 9 . This example has been reproduced from [39] . The images in Fig. 9 indicate the vehicle-centric multiresolution approximation of the field F constructed at various instants of time. In the images in Fig. 9 , the cells with red borders indicate the optimal path found by the geometric path-planning at the indicated time instant from the particular vertex indicated by the smallest cell at the beginning of the red-colored channel to the goal vertex (the largest cell at the other end of the red-colored channel).
VI. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we discussed a novel trajectory generation algorithm for an aircraft kinematic model in the situation where the traversal cost is based on a time-varying scalar threat field defined over the spatial variables, and where the knowledge of this field is available in vehicle-centric multiresolution detail. The proposed algorithm is a novel combination of a (discrete) geometric path-planning algorithm with a (continuous) optimal trajectory generation algorithm. Due to the main characteristics of the problem considered in this paper (namely, costs based on a time-varying Fig. 7(a) , the overall multiresolution cell decomposition is indicated by light white-colored cells. threat field, and multiresolution information about this field), the proposed trajectory generation algorithm lends itself to a wide variety of practical applications in UAV guidance, where sensor data from various onboard and offboard sensors will inherently be available in multiresolution detail. We discussed theoretical convergence of the proposed algorithm, as well as numerical simulation results illustrating the main elements of this algorithm. Representations of the vehicle-centric multiresolution approximation of the field F constructed in intermediate iterations of the proposed path-planning algorithm. This example has been reproduced from [39] .
An example of a pair of scaling function and wavelet is the Haar family [41] . which is a square of size 2 −m , for k, ∈ Z.
